
WASHINGTON: The US economy saw an explosion
of new hiring in January, possibly helped by mild
weather but nonetheless getting the year off to an
impressive start, according to key government data
released Friday. The surprising gain will be a boon to
President Donald Trump, who has emerged intact from
his impeachment and trial and can now trumpet his
economic record as he battles to win re-election in
November. 

“JOBS, JOBS, JOBS!” the president tweeted follow-
ing the report, using the hashtag
“#PromisesMadePromisesKept.” “So jobs continue to
be great. Our country continues to do great,” Trump
told reporters later at the White House. Still, after
more than a decade of steady growth and job gains,
and with steep tariffs on many products from China
still in place, it is questionable whether the hiring pace
can continue, especially since the economy is project-
ed to slow this year. 

US employers added 225,000 new non-farm jobs
last month, far surpassing expectations, thanks to big
gains in construction and leisure and hospitality, but
also health care and transportation, the Labor
Department reported. The blockbuster number was a
rebound from a tepid December report, but the latest
gains mean the economy added an average of 211,000
jobs in the last three months. That is a healthy improve-
ment on the 175,000 average of 2019 when the econo-
my cooled amid Trump’s multifront trade wars that led
to tariffs on huge amounts of imports and American
goods sold abroad.

Even with the big job gains in January, the unem-
ployment rate ticked up by a tenth of a point to 3.6 per-
cent. But that can be attributed to an increase in the
labor force, as more people returned to the job market,
and the jobless rate still remains near a 50-year low.
“Amid virus-induced fears of a sharp economic slump,

strong job creation and firming wage growth in January
provided reassurance that the record-long economic
expansion still has room to run,” Oxford Economics
analysts said. However, they said, “employers continue
to face a volatile and uncertain global environment
which, along with a cooling domestic backdrop, will
lead them to be more cautious hiring.”

Mild weather boosts building 
The construction sector, which is highly weather-

dependent, added a stunning 44,000 positions last
month - nearly four times the monthly average of 2019.
But the housing sector, a key driver of the US economy,
continues to face a shortage of workers, making it hard
to keep up with demand for new homes, with buyers
drawn by low interest rates, which is pushing up prices.
“America is currently short by around 5 to 6 million
housing units and much more construction is needed,”
said Lawrence Yun chief economist at the National
Association of Realtors.

Meanwhile, jobs in the leisure and hospitality sector
jumped 21,000, bringing the total over the past six
months alone to 288,000, according to the report. The
manufacturing sector, which slumped into recession last
year under the weight of punitive tariffs imposed in the
trade confrontations, both on inputs and on exports,
lost 12,000 positions in January — almost entirely due
to a decline in the auto sector. 

Trump has justified his confrontational trade policy
with promises to help US manufacturing, but industries
have not seen the big boost. “Manufacturing accounts
for only 8.4% of payrolls, but it punches above its
weight in the eyes of the markets, media, and politi-
cians,” said Ian Shepherdson of Pantheon
Macroeconomics. And despite a trade truce signed
with China last month, which left most tariffs in place,
as well as the continental free trade deal with Mexico

and Canada known as USMCA, industry leaders remain
concerned.

“What blue collar boom? Factory job growth simply
hasn’t been noticeable for a year now,” Alliance for
American Manufacturing President Scott Paul said in a
statement. “The president took a victory lap by signing
the China ‘Phase 1’ and USMCA deals, but out in the
real world, the manufacturing sector is still hurting.”
Meanwhile, the US health care sector added another
36,000 jobs in the month, and has grown by 361,000

over the past 12 months, according to the report.
The labor force participation rate rose 0.2 percentage

point to 63.4 percent as more people returned to the
workforce to look for jobs. Worker pay grew by seven
cents to an average of $28.44 an hour last month, and
has grown 3.1 percent over the past 12 months. That gain
outstrips inflation and is key to helping US consumers
keep buying goods and services - a force which has
been shoring up economic growth in the face of head-
winds from abroad and sluggish growth at home. — AFP 
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US economy sees an explosion of new hiring

US job creation surges in Jan, 
adds 225,000 new positions

Europe economies 
falter as new virus
clouds the outlook
FRANKFURT AM MAIN: Tumbling
industrial production in Germany and France
in December rounded off a year blighted by
trade war tensions for Europe’s top
economies, official data showed Friday, while
the novel coronavirus outbreak threatens
hopes of a 2020 revival. Growth in both
nations sputtered in 2019, with output actu-
ally shrinking for Germany in the April-June
quarter and for France in October-
December.

German growth overall slowed from 1.5
percent in 2018 to just 0.6 percent in 2019,
according to preliminary data, while France
did better but still slipped from 1.7 to 1.2 per-
cent. In December, manufacturing output was
down 3.5 percent month-on-month in
Germany and off 2.8 percent in its western
neighbor. In Germany, “there are very few
positive elements to find in the December
industrial data,” ING bank economist Carsten
Brzeski said, adding that the figures point to
Europe’s top economy having shrunk in the
fourth quarter.

In the final months of last year, there was
still widespread uncertainty about whether
the US and China would bury the trade
hatchet, after months of tough negotiations
and tit-for-tat tariffs. Figures released Friday
showed Germany’s trade surplus - the amount
exports outweigh imports - shrank slightly
from 228 billion euros ($250 billion) in 2018
to 224 billion euros in 2019. The US and
China last month signed a “phase one” trade

pact, designed to ease the commercial ten-
sions whose knock-on effects last year bat-
tered European manufacturers.

Meanwhile, Britain’s departure from the
European Union — pushing the risk of a
fresh “no deal” cliff-edge back to December -
also helped brighten the mood. More positive
“soft” indicators like German business senti-
ment surveys in Germany have prompted
some analysts to see clearer skies ahead for
manufacturers. Despite December’s data,
“forward-looking indicators continue to point
to a modest cyclical rebound in the near
term,” said Frederik Ducrozet, strategist at
Pictet Wealth Management.

Coronavirus threat 
With Brexit and trade tensions less promi-

nent for now, two of the main risks to growth

cited by institutions like the European Central
Bank have ebbed. Against that backdrop, “the
coronavirus comes at a particularly bad
moment,” BNP Paribas analyst William de
Vijlder said. “The global economy was show-
ing tentative signs of a growth pick-up and, in
all likelihood, this momentum will now be
stopped or even reversed”.

Global efforts to contain the coronavirus
will likely brake activity at companies around
the world for whom China is a vital link in
global supply chains - including Germany’s
massive car industry. Given that, “we doubt
this will be the last of the run of negative
quarters,” said analyst Andrew Kenningham
of Capital Economics. There is also little
prospect that the ECB will step in to shore up
growth by further opening the money sluices,
analysts said. — AFP 

STATEN ISLAND: A woman works at a fulfillment center at the 855,000-square-foot Amazon fulfillment center in
Staten Island, one of the five boroughs of New York City. — AFP 

Family or job?
Tough decisions
for Hong Kong
border commuters
HONG KONG: Waiting at a bus stop on
Hong Kong’s border with mainland China,
Billy Yiu was preparing to say goodbye to his
wife and baby, unsure when he might see
them again. The 40-year-old Hong Konger
works in the semi-autonomous financial hub
and commutes daily from neighboring
Shenzhen, where rents are far cheaper. But
the journey will be all but impossible for the
foreseeable future.

In a bid to halt the spread of a deadly new
coronavirus, Hong Kong on Saturday began
placing anyone crossing from the mainland
under a mandatory 14-day quarantine. So on
Thursday night Yiu was making a final trip
back to Shenzhen to see his family before
returning to Hong Kong where he would stay
with his parents. “I don’t know how long this
is going to last but what can we do?” he told
AFP. His wife had opted to stay in Shenzhen
with their baby. “It’s not easy for her. But we
have a domestic helper and we will make
video calls,” he said.

‘One country, two systems’ 
Tens of thousands of people are making

similarly tough decisions. Under the “one
country, two systems” model, Hong Kong
is a part of China but maintains its civil
liberties and free market economy. The
border acts as a de facto international
boundary. Usually about 660,000 people
cross between the two sides each day, 17
percent of them Hong Kongers who live in
mainland China.

But as the virus has spread, the 14 check-
points have gradually been reduced to just

three-two bridges and the airport. With
mandatory quarantining now in place, Hong
Kong authorities expect cross-border travel
to slow to a trickle. Those waiting at the bus
stop on Thursday night were a typical cross-
section of people who live on both sides of
the border. William Tang, 61, works in Hong
Kong’s f inance industry and l ives in
Shenzhen. Tang said he had been talking to
his bosses about possible working arrange-
ments or taking a long holiday. — AFP 

BREMERHAVEN: Cars wait to be shipped at the harbor in Bremerhaven, northern Germany.
Tumbling industrial production in Germany and France in December rounded off a year blighted
by trade war tensions for Europe’s top economies, official data showed yesterday, while the
novel coronavirus outbreak threatens hopes of a 2020 revival. — AFP 

HONG KONG: A general view of Shenzhen is seen from a bus travelling on the Shenzhen Bay
bridge in Hong Kong. Hong Kong began enforcing a mandatory two-week quarantine for any-
one arriving from mainland China, a dramatic escalation of its bid to stop the deadly new coro-
navirus from spreading. — AFP 

Boursa Kuwait  
launches BK
Main 50 Index
KUWAIT: Marking yet another mile-
stone in its market development journey,
Boursa Kuwait yesterday announced the
launch of its BK Main 50 Index, which is
based on a market cap-weighted price
return criterion and will represent the
most liquid 50 securities in the Main
Market. The BK Main 50 Index will clas-
sify securities according to the index’s
methodology, published on the Boursa
Kuwait website. Companies will be
included or excluded based on the cal-
culation of the average daily traded val-
ue (ADTV), which signifies liquidity.

The Index constituents will be
reviewed annually based on their aver-
age daily traded value (ADTV), which
will be published simultaneously with
Market Segmentation results. The results

of the review will be announced on the
second Sunday of January and take
effect on the second Sunday of
February. The base value and the
denomination of the Index will be 5000
points and Kuwaiti Dinars respectively.

Commenting on the announcement,
Noura Al-Abdulkareem, Acting Head of
Markets, Boursa Kuwait, said: “The
launch of the BK Main 50 Index repre-
sents a significant step further in Boursa
Kuwait’s market segmentation and forms
part of our ongoing endeavors aimed at
creating a robust capital markets
ecosystem in Kuwait that will benefit all
market participants. 

This development, helping enhance
the appeal of the equity market to foreign
investors and encourage higher partici-
pation of local retail investors, will further
strengthen the company’s position as a
leading stock exchange in the region.”
The launch of the new Index comes
ahead of the reclassification of Kuwait in
MSCI’s Emerging Markets Index in
December 2019. This follows similar
reclassification by FTSE Russell and S&P
Dow Jones in 2017 and 2018 respectively. 

Former WTO
chief: EU has
upper hand in
post-Brexit trade 
BRUSSELS: The former head of the
World Trade Organization expects
Britain to struggle for years to redefine
its ties with Europe - and says Brits
won’t swallow US products like chlori-
nated chicken. In an interview with AFP,
Pascal Lamy - who has also been an EU
trade commissioner - said London and
Brussels may yet come to a bare bones
trade deal this year to avoid a break-
down in ties. But further negotiations
will continue for many years after that,
and the smaller British economy will be
at a disadvantage compared to the much
bigger and richer European Union.

If 2020 and the post-Brexit transition
period come to an end without a deal
between London and Brussels, cross-
Channel trade will be disrupted by bor-
der checks and tariffs. “The EU and the
United Kingdom would fall under WTO
rules, which isn’t hell but is far from
today’s heaven. It would hurt, which
would be stupid,” Lamy told AFP in
Brussels. “In my opinion, they’ll find a
way - that’s the diplomat’s art.” As things
stand, the two camps seem far apart as,
in Lamy’s phrase, Prime Minister Boris
Johnson and EU negotiator Michel
Barnier put on their “war paint” ahead of
intense negotiations.

BoJo the ‘bluffer’
Johnson insists he will give no ground

on reasserting British sovereignty over
its fishing waters, ending free movement
of citizens and escaping from EU laws
and regulations. But Barnier’s negotiat-

ing mandate will be equally clear that
Britain will not enjoy privileged access
to the EU market if it does not accept
tough conditions to ensure a level play-
ing field. Lamy thinks that Johnson,
whom he has known since the British
premier’s former life as a Brussels-based
journalist covering EU politics, will give
ground when economic reality sets in.

The sparse structure that could be in
place by the end of the year will be
gradually filled with the workings of a
more ambitious trade deal - largely on
the EU’s terms. “Unlike Barnier, BoJo is a
bluffer, a populist as they say. You must-
n’t take him at his word in what he says
every day,” said Lamy, who was head of
the WTO between 2005 and 2013.

“It would be an agreement whose
principles are established and we can
see how it works as we go along, with
Barnier taking out the necessary insur-
ance against British dumping,” he sug-
gested. “My prognosis is that this nego-
tiation is a regatta that is going to last a
long time. For 15 years, they will contin-
ue to exchange blows within the British
political system,” he said. “In the end, I
find it very hard to think the British will
win the regatta. Especially in a glob-
alised capitalist market system, in which
economies of scale still play a very
important role.”

But what if Britain pivots to its vaunted
special relationship with the United
States, turning its back on EU regulations
in return for a trade deal with President
Donald Trump? Lamy does not think that
British consumers will change their
habits simply to see US-UK trade climb
from 10 to 15 percent of Britain’s total
commerce. “The Americans will say:
‘chlorinated chicken’, ‘hormone-raised
beef’, ‘drug pricing’,” he predicted. “My
feeling is the British public will not really
want to eat chicken with chlorine because
they are still mentally Europeans, with
certain ideas about safety, health and the
environment.” —AFP 


